STUDIO DAWN INSKIP COMMERCIAL USE TERMS OF USE
Thank you so much for your interest and purchase of my designs. All digital files are created
by © Dawn Inskip and the copyright and products remain the sole property of Dawn Inskip.
This CU License is not extended to large companies in any industry (including, but not
limited to, paper scrapbooking lines, rubber stamping etc).
These products are OK for Commercial and Personal use, S4H and S4O. Credit is not
required, but always appreciated.
These terms only apply to customers who obtain my products legally, either by purchasing
from my Scrapbookgraphics store or receiving a legitimate freebie from me personally. In
purchasing this product, you are agreeing to the following terms of use (I’ll try and keep it
simple):
YOU MAY use them to create items for sale in your own personal use digital kits, S4H and
S4O; my products should not make up more than 30% of your digital scrapbooking kits,
paper or elements packs; the following products must be modified; for example:
*BRUSHES and STAMPS must be used to form another unique element.
*TORN PAPER/PHOTO MASKS you must clip a paper or photo to the mask and merge
with the tear layer, before adding to your kit.
*PAPER OVERLAYS: it is OK to alter by simply recolouring.
YOU MAY submit layouts and other projects for publication, but you must give credit to
Dawn Inskip.
YOU MAY NOT create any freebies with them, or create brushes, rub-ons, tubes or custom
shapes with any of my products.
YOU MAY NOT share or redistribute my digital files with anyone, in any shape or form, or
claim these items as your own. If somebody is interested in purchasing my digital products,
please direct them to my website http://dawninskip.typepad.com store
http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/Dawn-Inskip/ or email: dawn.inskip@ntlworld.com
YOU MAY NOT include any of my CU products in layered templates for resale CU or PU,
or use my products to create CU items in any shape or form, for yourself or for others.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Dawn Inskip by email:
dawn.inskip@ntlworld.com before making your purchase.

